
Wasco County Web Map Training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning everyone, and thank you for coming to the Wasco County web map training demo.My name is Tycho Granville, I am the GIS coordinator for Wasco County. Presenting with me is Brent Bybee, Assistant Planner with the Planning Department.Today I will go over the various mechanics and features of the map and then Brent will demonstrate using some of the more common data layers for actual projects.We will have time for questions at the end.
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Presentation Notes
Navigating your way to the web mapFirst, go to the County websiteMouse over to the Services pop up and click on Maps & GISThis takes you to the GIS division’s page, click on the link or the big button near the bottom of the pageThis takes you to the (pretty standard) disclaimer pageClick on that and you've finally arrived at the map
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Alternatively, you can go to the County's homepage then scroll about halfway down and click on the Wasco County GIS map button.This takes you directly to the disclaimer page, and then on to the map



Left Side 
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We will begin with the buttons on the left side of the map 



The Change Background Button  
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Top left is the change background button This allows you to switch between a variety of aerial photos, pretty cartographic ones – like the Dark Gray Canvas – and more common ones like you would see on everyday paper maps



Sample Backgrounds 
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Here are 3 different backgrounds you can add – there are many othersDark gray canvas for making nice-looking maps (it looks a lot better when it's not on a slide)The topographic  base map which is the default one on the web mapAnd one with aerial imagery. The dates the photography was taken varies by area and how zoomed in you are. The imagery is not ours, we stream it from a vendor



Road Mismatches 

Topographic Base Map 
 

GIS Roads Added 
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In some cases our road names do not match the ones that are on the background maps. In this example, just looking at the topographic base map it would appear that you can drive out along Old Paradise Ridge RoadWith the GIS roads layer added you can see that there is actually no road there



Imagery of Same Area 
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And that is what it looks like with an aerial. If you are not familiar with the area, you may spend a lot of time driving around looking for that nonexistent road If you believe our information is incorrect please let us know and we will take another look



The Palette Button 
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The palette buttonThis allows you to draw various shapes on top of the map. After you make your choice of type of object you want to draw another pop-up window appears allowing you to change the colors, fill types, etc. for your drawingsThis does not change any of the information on the map, but it does let you customize anything you plan on printing out (more on that shortly)



Example Scribbles 
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Here are a couple of examples of what annotation you can add to your map.You have a wide variety of shapes, letters, and colors to choose from



The Measuring Button 
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The measuring buttonThis allows you to measure distances and areasThe choice shown on the right – in this case Acres – can be changed to a variety of different unitsThe square button in the middle in will show you the location in latitude and longitude of the point you just clicked on



The Bookmarks Button 
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The bookmarks button.This pop-up gives you choices to zoom immediately to some predefined areas (The Dalles, Dufur, etc.) in this example we have zoomed to MaupinWe set these up when we created the web map, you won't be able to create any yourself



The Print Button 
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The print button. This allows you to print some fairly basic maps of the area and layers you have displayed on your map.There are a variety of layouts and formats availableThe map_only layout is pretty much the same as a screen capture. The others add a title, scale bar, and whatever layers you have turned on as part of the legendDepending on what version of Chrome you are using the print button may take a long time to come up or not work at all. Google breaks the service with their updates fairly regularly. Firefox always seems to work.



Sample Prints 
Map only 

 

A3 Portrait 
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Here are 2 examples of the maps you can printLeft is map only – it does look like a screenshotAnd one with a portrait option chosen



Lower Left 
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The bottom left has various navigation buttons zoom in and out, go to the county wide view (the little house) zoom to your current locationA scale barAnd the location of your cursor in decimal degreesRather than using the zoom in & zoom out buttons you can use your mouse wheel. You can also hold down the left mouse button and drag to pan around on the map



Upper Right 
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On to the upper rightThis shows 2 different ways to display the layer information and has a search box



The Legend Button 
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The legend button display layers that are visible in a fairly common map format.As you zoom in and out the legend will update dynamically to include whatever layers you have visible on the mapNote that you can't actually turn the layers on and off using this button



The Layer List 
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The layer list version of the legendThis is kind of the meat of the map and allows you to filter what kind of information you're looking atWhen you first click on this button it will just show the base map checkbox (left image)If you click on the little triangle it will expand to show other layers on the map. Most of those have additional sub-layersFor instance, clicking the triangle on the Taxlots triangle will show that you have legal parcel data and tax lots within the categoryClicking in the checkbox will  turn those layers on and off.  In this case the legal parcel layer is off while the tax lots are on.Layers that are off will never show up on your mapSome layers are scale dependent, meaning that even if you click on the checkbox they may not show up on the map if you are zoomed out (or in) too far



Search Options 

Find Taxlot  – this works 
2N 12E 0 100 

Find Taxlot – this doesn't 
2N 12E 100 
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The search functionsThese are the specific types of information that you can search for on our map.They are mostly pretty self-explanatoryThe Find Taxlot search is very picky with how you type out the tax lot. So,  1S 12E 0 100 will work, 1S 12E 100 will not. Examples of what format does and does not work are shown at the bottom of this slideThis is the way the tax lots are stored in the Assessor’s database so it is always going to be fairly user unfriendly.If you can find the area you are looking for with one of the other methods I would suggest using them instead



Pop-Ups 
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Pop-upsIf you left click on the map you'll get information about any layers that you have turned on at that locationIf there is more than one item visible on the map (in this case the tax lots and legal lots are both turned on) you will get a small triangle on the pop up that you can click through to see information about other layersNot all layers have pop-ups (Actually, most of them do not), and remember - if a layer is not visible no information about it will ever appear Currently the pop-ups appear in the middle of the screen - generally directly over what you are trying to look at. In the next iteration of the map that will not be the case, they will probably appear out of the way on the left margin instead



Hyperlinked Features 
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Some of the layers have hyperlinks to related documentation.As is usual with web stuff, clicking on the link will bring up the other documentation.Currently only the Legal Lot and Surveyor Book Records have hyperlinked pop-ups. We will be adding hyperlinks to other layers in the future. The Legal Lots hyperlink goes to PDFs of Planning Department staff reports; the Surveyor’s information goes to scanned tiffs of plats (more on the surveyor stuff shortly)Note that some of the documents are very large and may take a while to load into your browser



Related Information 

• Legal Stuff/Disclaimer 
• Map layers refreshed monthly 
• Taxlot linework updated quarterly 
• Legal Parcel Layer – Caveats 
• National Scenic Area Zoning 
• Environmental Protection Districts 
• Soil Classes 
• City of the Dalles Layers 
• Surveyor Data 
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Some related notes…We do the best we can, but you should always check with the source department (Planning, Assessor, Surveyor, etc.) to confirm the information on the map. The disclaimer has a big use at your own risk statement at the bottom of it  Map layers are refreshed monthly. Generally the only things that regularly change are tax lots, legal lots, and addressesTaxlots - Changes to the boundaries of the parcels are updated on the web map quarterly. If there have been recent changes that are not showing up on the web map I recommend you go to the State's ORMAP website. This is where the standard Assessor taxlot maps you are familier with are posted. Sometimes the line work on them is more current.We don't create those maps in-house, a vendor creates and posts them for us.Navigating the ORMAP site is a bit outside the scope of this talk, but here's a quick rundown on how to get to (Navigate to ORMAP site)ORMAP.net  – Disclaimer – zoom in and out – open catalog – pick your map The legal parcel layer displays parcels that are just that – they have had the paperwork go through the Planning Department. As most of you probably know, this is actually a more complicated layer than it would seem – always check with Planning before basing decisions on this layer. Also note that just because a polygon is not on the map does not mean it is not legal. It could very well mean that either the paperwork has not yet been digitized, or more research needs to be done  The National Scenic Area data is supplied by the CRGNSA (Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area). We do not maintain it. Environmental Protection Districts. EPD 1 (flood zones) is maintained by FEMA. We just display it for your convenience. There are, of course, other EPD’s that are either used infrequently or have sensitive data on them. As always, check with Planning. This is the soil class information the Planning Department uses. This information is provided by NRCS (National Resources Conservation Service)City of the Dalles  information. These are various layers the City requested we put on the web map. Any questions about this information should go to City Planning. Surveyor data – see below

http://co.wasco.or.us/departments/administrative_services/gis_division/web_map.php
http://www.ormap.net/flexviewer/index.html


Navigating the Surveyor’s Data 
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Surveyor data. All of the points on this screenshot are of surveyor's data. A few of them are highlighted just to make it easier to see themThe surveyor data is pretty much set up for professionals in the industry. None of it is very user-friendly to the public (or me for that matter). As mentioned earlier, the survey book records have hyperlinks to scanned documents.For the other kinds of information (like land corners) you will need to cross-reference it with the county’s document repository. The County Surveyor should be contacted for help using any of this kind of information.For example if you are looking for documentation on a land corner (on the slide that would be LC 186) you would note that designation



Navigating Surveyor’s Data 
Continued... 
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Go back to the county's homepage, navigate to the surveyor's department and click on the disclaimer at the bottom of that next page



Navigating the Surveyor’s Data 
Continued some more... 
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Once you’ve agreed to the disclaimer you will be taken to the documents area where you’ll need to drill down through various directories to find the actual file you are looking forAt that point you can view or download the documentThe directory structure for all types of surveyor information is set up in a similar fashion.  As I mentioned earlier, you will want to contact the County Surveyor for help with any of this information.  And yes, I know it’s ugly. Just another thing on the list to improve.



Almost the last thing… 
http://www.co.sherman.or.us/govt_surveyor.asp 
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We also host a web map with Sherman County surveyor information on it.All it has on it are surveyor records with hyperlinks to the scanned documentsTheir County government is very protective of their citizen’s privacy so there is no landowner or address information on the map.As usual, you will want to contact the source department – either the Sherman Country Clerk or Surveyor in this case – for more informationI will now turn it over to Brent from the Planning Department. He will showcase a couple of scenarios as to who how to actually use some of the information on the map

http://www.co.sherman.or.us/govt_surveyor.asp


 
 
 

Questions? 
 

 Comments?  
 

Suggestions? 
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Per above

http://wasco.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f24046bfb0eb4ffcb3d11fd612b4c39b


Thank You! 

Tycho Granville, GISP | GIS Coordinator  
Information Services Department 

tychog@co.wasco.or.us | 541-506–2658 

Brent Bybee | Assistant Planner 
Planning Department 

brentb@co.wasco.or.us |541–506-2651 
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We will be putting this slide show on the County website in the near futureOur contact information is at the bottom of the slide, feel free to contact us regarding this or any other geography or planning related questionsThank you all for attending
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